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Message from the President
Going to print once again, this time with our second issue, marks a milestone in the story of The Triple Helix at Cambridge. 
We have moved beyond our ‘foundation phase’ - fi rmly establishing a forum for interdisciplinary discourse at Cambridge, 
building upon the initiative of our diverse membership to run ‘science in society’ workshops and host our fi rst lecture series, 
and achieving greater responsibility from the international level as we launch as an independent production site.  

This growth and change is refl ected also in the style of this issue as we present you with a more varied format and 
compact content. Packed with articles on pressing issues in science and society this issue will appeal to all readers, 
whether they are Law students pondering the ethics of patenting our genetic code, or Biologists wondering whether 
human evolution has reached a dead end.

Thus it is to the creativity and hard work of all our members that I dedicate this issue, many of whom write and edit as well as 
contributing to our Events and Enterprise Development divisions. I hope that as you read on you will be inspired to join us! 

To the successful nurturing of interdisciplinary creativity, one issue at a time. 

Best regards,
Tanyella Allison (Girton)
President
The Triple Helix, Cambridge
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Message from the CEO
I went to my fi rst Triple Helix meeting in Fall 2005, excited to meet like-minded students who believed that interdisciplinary 
analysis of traditionally scientifi c issues was a key strategy in solving the world’s problems. Two years later, I am honored to 
have the opportunity to lead what has become a global realization of this philosophy. In the past three years, The Triple 
Helix has carried its mission to universities across the world; our members are not only intellectually active, but are constantly 
challenged to display their creativity and resourcefulness in a business setting, revealing to all of us what were are truly 
capable of as leaders. 

In the coming months, we look forward to continuing to maintain a high standard of journalism, while building our Science 
Policy Division, with a focus on actively engaging and educating our fellow students, universities, and local communities. Our 
diverse membership and the magnitude of our achievement thus far has put us in the position to succeed in implementing 
truly original programs and publications over the next year, while continuing to build collaborations within our network of 
universities. Thank you for being our audience thus far, and we hope you’ll continue to read and participate as TTH develops 
into a true forum for science in society. 

Sincerely,
Manisha Bhattacharya
Incoming Chief Executive Offi cer
The Triple Helix Inc.  
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Climate Change: The Cultural Cost
Tanyella Allison

cientists and economists have fi nally put a price tag on 
climate change. According to the latest report from the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 

the cost of keeping the global temperature rise to between 
2.0-2.8°C is predicted to be less than 3% of global GDP (1) 
- although how the money is to be used and whether this 
target is enough to prevent catastrophic damage is still 
much debated (2). Yet in encountering a community where 
climate change is on the doorstep now, transforming the face 
of the world its inhabitants have experienced for centuries, 
one cannot help but ask instead: what is the cultural cost of 
climate change?

The pace of climate change in Greenland now would 
not have been believed ten years ago. Eric Rignot, a scientist 
with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, has measured a 
“doubling in ice loss from Greenland over the past decade”, 
and recent findings show that Greenland’s gravity has 
weakened, the glaciers shedding ice at a rate above the 
leisurely 1000-2000 years predicted in computer models (3). 
There is much debate over the effects of the Arctic melt: 
rising sea levels, shifts in ocean currents, the loss of many 
endangered species are all predicted, albeit with a high 
margin of error.

Yet cultural upheaval is even more diffi cult to measure. 
Nevertheless, whilst the issues are complex, it is possible to 
imagine that with the loss of endangered species such as 
whales and polar bears, hunting practices that support 
not only the diet, but also the traditions and identity of 
the majority Inuit population, may be severely disrupted. 
Furthermore, the weight of Greenland’s ice sheet has 
created a huge basin, much of it below sea level, and some 
Arctic researchers suggest that as the ice melts and the ice 
sheet retreats, the ocean will rush in after it (4). It is likely this 
would have a huge impact on local close-knit communities 
in terms of fl ooding and migration.

S However, for the locals of Qaqortoq, a small village 
in south Greenland, the effects of climate change are felt 
now: the palpably warmer temperatures and the retreat 
of the Arctic ice cuts at the peace and tranquillity that the 
frozen landscape affords them. Whilst scientifi c speculation 
about the potential effects of climate change abounds, 
for some, the transformation of the Arctic cannot be stated 
or predicted in material terms. “We are more of a spiritual 
people”, explains Louisa Thomassie, a Greenlander who 
educates the many scientists working in the Arctic about 
traditional Inuit knowledge in order to improve relations 
(5). Indeed, improving relations with one another and with 
the earth we live upon should certainly be high up on any 
global ‘To Do’ list, and Inuit culture, with its emphasis on the 
interconnectedness of human and natural systems, may just 
have a few lessons for humanity. 

Yet this is not a lament of the loss of a pristine, bounded 
culture that is bearing the brunt of climate change far from 
the centres of industrialisation. In Qaqortoq, not dissimilar 
to many other villages, subsistence hunting is intermingled 
with consumerism, and the local fur industry is linked into 
the global market - supplying skins to China and London. 
However, with the erosion of the Arctic Ice comes the erosion 
of the rich and varied culture that has been supported by this 
unique environment, and the knowledge and understanding 
that has developed in one of the most barren and beautiful 
locations on earth. Whether it be 3% of global GDP, or a more 
considerable percentage (as suggested in The Guardian (6) 
after the IPCC released its report), if there is a sum that could 
slow or prevent climate change, it is time we realise the 
enormity of what we are set to lose, and bite the bullet.

Tanyella Allison is a 2nd year at Girton College reading Social 
and Political Sciences, specialising in Politics. In December 
2006 she visited Greenland and worked with children as 
part of a government sponsored program. She is the current 
President of The Triple Helix, Cambridge.
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Science of the Skies: What the 
Government Needs to Know in the 
Fight Against Climate Change
Dr Victoria Pope, Head of Climate Change for 
Government, MET Offi ce
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Time to Revoke Invalid Gene Patents?
Hannah Price

ene patenting is big business, with nearly 20% of all 
our genes explicitly patented in the United States 
(and a similar proportion in the EU) (1). This should not 

be worrying except that gene patents detrimentally affect 
healthcare, allowing companies such as Myriad Genetics 
to charge large royalties on any diagnostic tests that screen 
their patented genes (2). Faults in two of Myriad Genetics’ 
patented genes increase the risk of breast cancer (and occur 
in about 5% of the population), and these royalties made 
the tests too expensive to be offered to everyone. It then 
transpired that these two patents were invalid and had to 
be revoked in 2004 by the European Patent Offi ce.          

So what makes a gene patent valid? According to the 
UK Patents Act 1977, an invention qualifi es for a patent (giving 
20 years of exclusive ownership rights) if “a) the invention is 
new, b) involves an inventive step, c) it is capable of industrial 
application” (3). Some would argue that genes are a natural 
product and therefore cannot qualify for patents. However, 
genes become an invention once they have been extracted, 
isolated and sequenced, and after their biological function 
has been determined or suggested (4).  

There has been some concern that many gene patents 
may be invalid. In 2005, a study published in Science found 
that 38% of US gene patents studied did not comply with 
legal requirements (5). The main problem it seemed was 
that patents were too broad, claiming rights to much more 
than had been ‘invented’. Another common problem is that 
modern genetic analysis techniques allow the automation 

G of research. Computers can search a gene for similarities 
with the sequences of known proteins or enzymes, which 
once found can indicate a correspondence in structure 
or function (homology), allowing a computerised guess at 
the gene’s function (6). The resulting patent applications 
based on the computerised guess can be dismissed by 
patent examiners as lacking the necessary ‘inventive step’, 
but efforts must also be made to revoke patents previously 
granted on these grounds.

It is important for invalid patents to be revoked because 
the opportunity to impose fees on any commercial use of 
a patented gene has been unjustly exploited by owners of 
some invalid patents, to the detriment of medical research. 
In 2000, Human Genome Sciences, a US company, was 
granted a patent on a gene whose product helps the AIDS 
virus enter cells (7). However, when they fi led for a patent 
in 1995, they could only roughly predict the gene’s function 
using a computer program (taking away the inventive step). 
The vital research showing the connection with AIDS was 
done subsequently by other scientists. Since the patent has 
not been revoked, Human Genome Sciences are still profi ting 
from this and can charge royalties for any research that use 
this gene to look for potential HIV drugs. In this way, an invalid 
patent has created a strong disincentive both for research 
into gene function after a patent has been filed, and for 
research into treatments based on patented genes.  

Whilst valid patents can have similar negative effects 
on healthcare and research, they can also be justified 
as making genetic research commercially viable and 
by enabling future advances in healthcare by putting 
genetic information in the public domain; without patents, 
companies are secretive until they can recoup costs. Invalid 
patents, however, cannot be tolerated as they are exploiting 
the system and, through broad and imprecise claims, they 
allow patent holders to profi t from other scientists’ research. 
There need to be more cases like Myriad Genetics, so that 
healthcare and research are not restricted and harmed 
by unjustified profit-making. Gene patenting may be big 
business, but it is time it was better policed.   

Hannah Price is a 2nd year at Queens’ reading Physical Natural 
Sciences and specialising in Physics. She is currently Assistant 
Editor-in-Chief for The Triple Helix, Cambridge.
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Is Tree Planting More Than Just Show?
Thomas Kluyver

ecently, the practice of carbon offsetting has become 
fashionable. The principle is simple enough: if you pay for 
someone else to soak up the amount of carbon dioxide 

that you’ve released, you can call yourself ‘carbon neutral.’ 
One of the fi rst popular ways of doing this was to plant trees 
– as they grow and photosynthesise, they take up carbon 
dioxide from the air, and store it as carbohydrates.

Early last year, a paper published in Nature raised 
serious questions about the benefits of tree planting. A 
German research group found that plants emit methane 
– a greenhouse gas even more potent than carbon 
dioxide (1). If they were right, then these fi ndings suggests 
that tree planting could actually be accelerating global 
warming, rather than slowing it. This summer, a Dutch team 
has challenged the findings (2), but the environmental 
community, never really convinced by the idea of offsetting 
initially (3), quickly became particularly suspicious of tree 
planting.

This focus on methane can drown out other questions 
about carbon offsetting. The carbon we’re now releasing 
into the atmosphere has been locked up in fossil fuels for 
millions of years. Any way of storing it must lock it up for a 
similarly long period of time, or we will merely be postponing 
the problem. While trees are long lived by human standards, 
their lifespans are hardly comparable with the geological 
timescales from which we are still releasing carbon. When 
they die, trees rot and release the carbon they have stored 
back into the environment. Some ambitious projects are 
investigating the possibility of sequestering carbon so that it 
is not so quickly released, by sending it into the deep ocean, 
for example, but the potential side effects of these schemes 
are not so well understood (4).

Happily, the British Government has now released a 
code of practice for anyone claiming to offset carbon (5). 
While this is unlikely to answer every concern about the 
practice, we can at least hope that it will make it more 
diffi cult for unethical opportunists to make a quick buck from 
the environmental concerns of others.

Carbon offsetting, however, is just one example of a 
human tendency to try to reduce a complex matter to a 
single measure. We affect the environment in numerous ways 
throughout our lives. While carbon emissions are important, 

R

given the potential problems that global warming may cause, 
they are not the whole story. That the focus on our ‘carbon 
footprint’ leads to the dangerous impression that being 
‘carbon neutral’ is the same as having ‘no environmental 
impact,’ giving us an excuse to forget what other damage 
we might be doing. Ultimately, the waste we generate, the 
resources we use up, and the habitats we indirectly wreck, 
are all parts of our impact on the environment, and can’t 
easily be expressed in terms of tonnes of carbon.

Thomas Kluyver is a 2nd year at Peterhouse reading Biological 
Natural Sciences. He is currently Assistant Editor-in-Chief 
for The Triple Helix, Cambridge. His last article entitled ’The 
Future of Biofuels’ was featured in The Science and Society 
Review worldwide, given as an example at an educational 
conference and used for our community outreach 
activities.
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The Case of the Pillow Angel
Julia Piper

n January 1997 a pillow angel was born. Her parents named 
her Ashley. Three months later her brain stopped developing 
and she was diagnosed with static encephalopathy. She 

smiled and grew like any normal child but six years later she 
still could not talk, walk, or eat without assistance. Completely 
dependent on her parents, she is a pillow angel, a non-
ambulatory child who sweetly and quietly rests when placed 
on any pillow. 

Then, in 2004, Ashley began showing signs of puberty. 
Her parents presented her case to the Children’s Hospital 
of the University of Washington, requesting a hysterectomy 
and oestrogen therapy to stunt her growth. The reasons 
were complicated, the precedents unset and after much 
consideration the hospital’s institutional ethics committee 
authorized the performance of the procedures. For the 
remainder of her life Ashley will retain the appearance of 
being nine. She will never develop sexually and will forever 
have the mental capacity of a three month old (1). In 
2006 her parents wrote a blog in response to ethicists’ 
criticisms of what is now termed the “Ashley Treatment.” The 
world responded with a barrage of opinions, suggestions, 
congratulations, and fears. The controversy of Ashley’s story 
revolves around questions; not of medicine but of morals. It 
has caused society to redefi ne specifi c rights for disabled 
persons, re-evaluate the perception of human dignity, and, 
ultimately, face the shortcomings of a societal system that 
fails to meet the needs of not only those who are disabled 
but also of those who seek to ensure health and happiness 
for the disabled.

Static encephalopathy is a non-degenerative condition 
encompassing a wide range of disabilities generally defi ned 
by brain damage that interferes with development and 
function. The symptoms can range from spastic movements 
and speech delay to mental retardation, with the type and 
extent of damage varying greatly (2). Ashley is an extreme 
case with symptoms including an inability to sit up, ambulate, 
survive without a gastrotomy-tube, or use language. 
However, she is able to respond to others through smiling 
and vocalization, and prior to undergoing any treatment, 
experienced normal physical development (1). 

It was when Ashley first entered puberty that her 
parents approached the Children’s Hospital in Seattle with a 
request for surgical procedures and hormone treatment.  In 
conjunction with the hospital, Ashley’s parents and a board 
of physicians and ethicists eventually developed a series 
of procedures that they felt would improve the condition 
of Ashley’s life (3). A hysterectomy was performed with the 
intent to alleviate monthly menstrual pains and bleeding 
that might frighten a disabled patient; Ashley’s breast buds 
were removed to decrease the possibility of molestation by 
a caregiver; estrogen was administered to stunt her growth 
and her appendix was removed purely as a precaution. For 
Ashley, being small will help decrease bedsores – a major 
problem for non-ambulatory patients – and allow her to 
continue taking an active part of her family’s life (1). By 
ensuring that Ashley will never exceed the physical maturity 
of a nine year old, her parents have enabled themselves 
to continue caring for her without the need of impersonal 
moving apparatus or additional assistants.  

Because Ashley’s treatment was the first of its kind 

I to be publicly announced, her doctors, Dr. Gunther and 
Dr. Diekema, were careful to explain their justification for 
performing these controversial procedures.  While they 
acknowledge the historical stigma around hysterectomies 
and their association with forced sterilization, they write that 
because Ashley has “no realistic reproductive aspirations”, 
sterilization is irrelevant. They claim that the procedure has 
many advantages, including the possible reduction of the 
risk of thrombosis and uterine and cervical cancer, and 
minimal long-term complications. Although Dr. Gunther and 
Dr. Diekema attempt to introduce a new option for parents 
of disabled patients, they explicitly state that each case 
should be reviewed on an individual basis (1).

With the publication of Dr. Gunther and Dr. Diekema’s 
medical paper and Ashley’s parents’ blog, there came a 
wide array of responses, including much criticism regarding 
the rights of disabled people and the violation of human 
dignity. The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund was 
one of the fi rst to strongly comment against the procedure, 
stating that Ashley had “been denied her basic human rights 
through draconian interventions with her person” (4).

In addition, 580 individuals and over 133 organizations 
signed an online document, entitled A Statement of 
Solidarity for the Dignity of People with Disabilities, stating 
that although Ashley’s parents love her, the procedure is 
unethical because it strips Ashley of her dignity. Although this 

Ashley had “been denied 
her basic human rights through 

draconian interventions 
with her person” (4)

BERKELEY
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document wields no legal power, it is indicative of a strong 
interest to ensure the well-being of the disabled, and the 
need for society to provide better support for the care of the 
disabled and stronger laws to ensure their dignity (5).

When it became apparent that a societal whiplash 
against Ashley’s treatment was occurring, many bioethicists 
responded by arguing in favour of the morality and the 
compassion of the treatment Ashley received. George 
Dvorsky of the Board of Directors for the Institute for Ethics 
and Emerging Technologies has been an adamant defender 
of Ashley’s parents stating that, “the concept of ‘human 
dignity’ must be coupled with cognitive capacity if it is to 
have any meaning at all. Clearly this girl has dignity of some 
kind, but it does not diminish her dignity for decisions to be 
made on her behalf … she will never regret those decisions, 
and her quality of life will be much better because of the 
decision of her parents (6).” Peter Singer, famed bioethicist 
and author of Writings on an Ethical Life, agrees with Dvorsky 
on this point and further argues that it is an illogical objection 
to say that the treatment is “unnatural,” as all medical 
treatment is unnatural to some degree (7). 

Dr. Wilfond, Director of the Treuman Katz Centre 
for Paediatric Bioethics at Children’s Hospital in Seattle, 
approaches Ashley’s case of growth attenuation as a health 
care issue rather than one revolving around a question of 
dignity. He reminds us that paediatricians are responsible 
for constantly monitoring and manipulating all patients’ 
growth. In Ashley’s case this is particularly relevant as she 
is dependant on a feeding tube. Her parents and doctors 
have complete control over the amount of food and 
nutrients she intakes, and consequently they determine 
how much she can grow. Dr. Wilfond suggests that one of 
the main reasons Ashley’s growth attenuation has been met 
with criticism is because, while it is normal for doctors and 
parents to control a large amount of their children’s growth, 
the generally held perception is that more growth is better. 
Dr. Wilfond attests, however, that while this is usually the 
case, more growth would actually be worse for Ashley. He 
reiterates that a paediatrician’s job is to do what is best for 
the child, whether it is more growth or less growth, and that 
due to the rarity of Ashley’s case, usual approaches did not 
appropriately apply (8).

While some believe that these procedures were 
benefi cial in Ashley’s case, many emphasize the possibility 
of misuse. Paediatricians Dr. Brosco and Dr. Feudtner warn 

that if this procedure is to be practised, it must 
be done with the strictest legal and ethical 
regulations. While they do not specify what 
these regulations should be, Dr Brosco and Dr 
Freudtner explicitly state that the “collective 
community response” ought to be the deciding 
voice (9). 

Generally, the objections and justifi cations 
for Ashley’s treatment revolve around the 
concept of a loss versus a gain. Those in 
opposition tend to, though not universally, 
believe that by permanently altering Ashley’s 
physical state without her consent there is 
a loss of dignity and therefore a violation of 
her human rights (4). Those in support of the 
treatment tend to argue, though again not 
universally, that there is no loss of dignity, 
because she will mentally and emotionally gain 
happiness and comfort from the procedure. 

Despite the polarity of opinions most reasonable sources, 
regardless of their stance, agree with Arthur Caplan, 
director of the Centre for Bioethics at the University of 
Pennsylvania, when he states that “keeping Ashley small is a 
pharmacological solution for a social failure” (10). From this 
acknowledgment of a fundamental societal failure there 
grows a real possibility for societal change, especially as 
more and more people pursue options similar to ‘the Ashley 
Treatment’. 

While the procedures Ashley’s parents pursued have 
sparked heated controversy, such a strong response from all 
sides indicates that society cares and is invested in the ease 
and dignity of not only Ashley’s existence but that of the 
entire disabled community. Whether society agrees on how 
to treat her or not, those who are voicing their opinions are 
united in their belief that they are speaking and working for 
the betterment of those who are disabled and defenceless. 
From these differences we can only hope that there will 
flourish a united effort at some point to bring societal, 
governmental, and medical benefi ts to those who require it 
most, to those most qualifi ed for these medical treatments 
and least capable in deciding their futures, to Ashley and 
her fellow “angels”.
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ast year two companies operating out of the USA began 
marketing a functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) scanner as a commercial lie-detector. This sparked 

debate amongst ethicists, scientists and lawyers who fear 
that intrusive and unreliable technologies developed for 
academic neuroscience will be fast-tracked into widespread 
use without a complete analysis of the potential risks and 
benefi ts to both individuals and to society. 

It is thought that lying involves activation of a number 
of unique brain areas required for suppressing the truthful 
response and generating a false response. Researchers claim 
to be able to identify a lie using fMRI by looking at blood 
fl ow to these unique brain areas while subjects respond to 
questions. The idea is that lying raises the activity of neurons 
in these areas, resulting in a local increase in blood flow, 
which is then detected by the fMRI machine. Currently 
accuracy is estimated to be between 78% and 90% (1). 
One of the companies, Cephos Corp, predicts that once 
development of the product is complete they will be able 
to detect lies with 95% accuracy. These modernized lie-
detectors are intended for use by both private businesses 
and courts, with the claim they will: “Protect the innocent 
and convict the guilty” (2).

Currently, polygraph lie-detector machines are not 
widely used in criminal justice systems. In the USA, the 
Supreme Court ruled that it is up to individual jurisdictions to 
decide whether polygraph questioning can be submitted 
as evidence, with most state courts refusing to allow this. 
Individuals cannot be forced to undergo polygraph testing. 
However, lie-detector tests are used by prosecutors and 
defence counsel during pre-formal and sentencing phases 
of trials; by security agencies during criminal and intelligence 
investigations; and in some states to assess probation and 
parole (4). In the United Kingdom, polygraph evidence is not 
used in court cases, nor is its use reported by the police. 

In contrast to polygraph machines, which subjects may 

Attempts to identify liars objectively are by no means 
a modern phenomenon. In the past in West Africa, 
suspects were traditionally made to pass a bird’s 
egg from one to another. He who broke the egg was 
assumed to be the most nervous and hence the liar. 
Similarly, in ancient China the suspect was required to 
hold a handful of rice in his mouth while the prosecutor 
made his accusation. Under the assumption that anxiety 
reduces salivation, the suspect was found guilty if the 
rice remained dry at the end of the speech. Modern 
polygraph machines work on perhaps surprisingly 
similar principles. Lying is assumed to cause anxiety, 
which activates automatic physiological responses 
such as increased heart rate, breathing, sweating, and 
blood pressure. By monitoring these changes, operators 
of the polygraph claim to be able to detect when an 
individual is lying with an accuracy of 80-90%, although 
the reliability of these reports has been the subject of 
signifi cant debate (3). 

Neuroscience and Law:
Blind Justice or Blind Faith?

Michael Ambler

L deceive by controlling their physical responses to anxiety, 
fMRI lie-detectors are allegedly impossible to fool, as it is not 
possible to learn to control blood fl ow in the brain as areas 
become activated by a task such as lying.  The companies 
marketing these machines are therefore making bolder 
assertions regarding the accuracy and sensitivity of their 
methods than had been made for polygraphs. 

However, despite claims from proponents, there remain 
serious barriers that render the commonplace introduction 
of fMRI into law courts in the near future very unlikely. The 
fMRI scanner is large and requires an enormously powerful 
magnetic fi eld. This makes it impossible for testing to take 
place outside the confi nes of dedicated laboratories. Given 
the power of the magnetic fi eld, people who have metal 
inside their bodies (including pacemakers, artifi cial joints, 
metal fragments following accidents, etc) cannot be tested. 
More problematically, if a subject moves or refuses to answer 
a question during the scanning procedure then the results 
are meaningless, making it impossible to test a person who is 
not absolutely consenting. In practical terms this means that 
such devices are only likely to be successfully employed by 
defence lawyers. 

In addition to these practical issues, there are a number 
of theoretical problems with the use of fMRI for lie-detecting 
in courts.  For example, there is signifi cant debate about the 
correct design and interpretation of any study that uses fMRI, 
a debate that operates at a level of complexity beyond 
the interests and abilities of the courts (5). Furthermore, it is 
not clear whether the models developed for detecting lies 
under laboratory conditions – in which subjects are asked to 
lie under very specifi c circumstance – will be applicable in 
court conditions where the stakes are considerably higher. 
Similarly, if the individual being tested is psychotic, deluded 
or a pathological liar, then the models developed in studies 
using ‘normal’ participants may not be applicable. When 
these considerations are taken together with the predicted 
cost – one of the companies, No Lie MRI, charges $30 per 
minute of scanning, which may take an hour to complete, 
in addition to fees for legal assistance and analysis – fMRI 
lie-detectors appear practically unrealistic.

Assuming these issues could be resolved, there remains 
the ethical question of whether it is right to force people 
to submit themselves to intrusive and potentially flawed 
investigations with fMRI machines. Firstly, the complicated 
nature of interpreting results from fMRI investigations means that 
courts will be totally reliant on expert opinion. Since the world 
of academia cannot agree on how to interpret such results, it 
is unrealistic to expect courts to do so. Secondly, the scientists 
involved in developing these models for lie-detection own the 
patents to their use. This means that the academic world is 
excluded from freely testing their claims regarding accuracy. 
Thirdly, there is a considerable chain of assumptions leading 
from observation of a regional change in brain blood fl ow to 
a conclusion regarding a person’s guilt or innocence. It is 
reasonable to expect a suspect to explain how their fi nger-
print came to be on a trigger, but may be less reasonable to 
expect a defendant to explain why the blood fl ow in his/her 
brain altered in response to a particular question.   
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Therefore, it seems unlikely that 
witnesses and defendants will very 
soon fi nd themselves submitting to fMRI 
scanning in place of the traditional 
oath and jury. Until the technical, 
practical and ethical objections have 
been satisfi ed, the prospect of simply 
sliding a suspect into a scanner will 
remain science fiction. However, 
the example of fMRI lie detection 
illustrates a general trend, for there 
are further situations in which recent 
neuroscientific developments show 
the potential to influence decisions 
made within law courts. For example, 
evidence suggests that individuals 
known to display repetitive violent and 
aggressive behaviour (6), including 
those with murder convictions (7), tend 
to have less activity in the frontal cortex of their brain when 
compared to the average population. 

These fi ndings are signifi cant for a number of reasons. 
Firstly, this region of the brain, identifi ed as showing evidence 
of malfunction in signifi cantly antisocial individuals, contains 
many of the same areas found to be involved when normal 
people lie. This raises serious doubts about the validity of 
using models of lying based on ‘normal’ participants, to 
assess the truth of statements from suspects whose brain 

structure and function may not be quite as ‘normal’. The 
second and more serious concern is the possibility that 
evidence for similarly reduced activity in the frontal cortex 
of a suspect might be used to prove guilt; to establish the 
chances of re-offending; or even decide the probability 
that this person will commit a crime in the future. Such fears 
of pre-emptive conviction before any crime has been 
committed may seem far-fetched, but the UK government is 
currently pursuing new laws towards preventative detention 
of those deemed to have ‘dangerous and severe personality 
disorder’ and in the USA such detention of ‘sexual predators’ 
is allowed in many states (8). It is not unrealistic, therefore, 
to imagine that a brain scan for features common with 
those found in a population of hardened criminals might 
become part of the processes of both determining guilt and 
‘protecting’ the public from future threat before a crime has 
been committed. 

Aside from this ethical debate regarding pre-emptive 
conviction, what is the problem with using this technology 
to determine who committed a crime that has already 
taken place? The main issue is that the research indicating 
an association between frontal cortex under-activity and 
criminal behaviour is fraught with diffi culties of interpretation. 
Two points can be made regarding the translation of these 
studies from laboratories to law courts. Firstly, establishing 
an association between two characteristics does not 
automatically imply a causal relationship. It may be true 
that people convicted of murder have reduced frontal 

cortex activity compared to the average, but whether 
this reduced activity makes them murderers is not proven. 
A third trait, such as social or educational background, 
may be independently related to both the level of frontal 
activity and to the overall likelihood of committing a given 
crime. A second, related issue arises from diffi culties people 
have in interpreting probabilities in relation to groups of 
people. If for example, a person belongs to a group (e.g. 
frontal cortex under-activity) which as a population has an 
X% chance of committing a murder; this is not the same 
as saying that a specifi c individual from that group has an 
X% chance of committing a murder. This is because the 
research that established the association was based on 
the entire population. Being a member of a population by 
no means endows an individual with all the characteristics 
shown by that population. Just because there is a roughly 
50% frequency of women in the UK population does not 
mean that there is a 50% chance that a male individual in 
that population, would be a woman at any time. Juries and 
judges may not make this crucial distinction.

It therefore seems that neuroscience has less to offer 
law courts than might have originally been thought. There 
may be a few very limited cases in which a clinically well-
understood injury or disease to particular brain regions is 
associated with increasingly violent behaviour in almost all 
people (8), but these should be treated as rare exceptions 
to a general rule that currently neuroscience should not 
be looked to for dealing justice. Perhaps in the future, 
when techniques are better honed and interpretations 
less equivocal, this position will change. This would mark 
an abandonment of the ‘human’ idea of justice, which 
is concerned with the fundamentally individual-oriented 
realms of intention, guilt and culpability. 
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A Modern Philosopher’s Stone?
A Molecular Look at Preventing Aging

Konstantin Kashin
ince the beginning of civilization, people have been 
interested in developing an elixir of life to grant immortality 
or delay aging. Although such a potion has never been 

discovered, modern biologists might be well on their way to 
identifying mechanisms of aging and potentially curtailing 
them. Aging is a diffi cult concept to approach scientifi cally, 
not to mention emotionally. There have been a variety 
of theories that explain why organisms age, ranging from 
simple “wear-and-tear” to the Rate of Living Theory in which 
it is proposed that a faster metabolic rate implies a shorter 
lifespan. These theories are now considered unlikely and 

research instead backs the evolutionary theory of aging. 
Evolutionary biologists explain aging as a decline in 

the biological workings of an organism after 
reproduction. Once the genes of healthy 

organisms are passed on and the 
propagation of the species is ensured, 

natural selection has essentially 
done its job. After reproduction, 

any deterioration in gene 
function does not have 

the chance to be 
e l i m i n a t e d  b y 

natural selection 
a n d  t h u s 

a n y  g e n e s 
w h i c h  a r e 

S advantageous for reproduction but fail thereafter are 
conserved and even favoured (1). So if aging is just a result 
of evolution, how can scientists delay its occurrence? One 
such way to slow aging, pioneered by Clive McKay at Cornell 
University, is ‘caloric restriction’, a diet in which an organism 
consumes a bare minimum of food and nutrients (2,3). From 
an evolutionary standpoint, the effects of caloric restriction 
are logical because in the event of a famine, organisms 
that can delay aging and survive until after the famine is 
over can successfully reproduce once resources become 
plentiful again (1). 

Molecular Basis of Caloric Restriction
Scientists have recently been interested in how caloric 
restriction (CR) works on a molecular level. One early theory 
suggests that CR delays aging by reducing the metabolic 
rate and oxidative processes in the body that damage cells 
over time (1). However, recent research has shown that 
caloric restriction is more complex than previously thought. 
In yeast, CR activates stress pathways that in turn regulate a 
gene known as Sir2. The Guarente laboratory at MIT carried 
out studies in both yeast and C. elegans in order to compare 
their lifespans with their Sir2 expression levels. In both cases 
high expression of Sir 2 correlated positively with longevity 
(2). The pathway that connects caloric restriction to Sir2 is 
intricate and the complete mechanisms for it are not yet fully 
understood, but research has indicated that Sir2 is required for 
prolonged life in yeast (4). In a reduced calorie diet, the Sir2 
is activated to greater levels of expression, and consequently 
acts to suppress aging and leads to an overall increase in 
lifespan (5). The mechanisms of Sir2 action vary by species: 
in yeast, Sir2 functions by controlling rDNA genes, while in 
roundworms it controls insulin genes (1). To put it simply, Sir2 
is an integral part of a complex emergency braking system 
that prevents aging during a time of stress, such as reduced 
food intake.

Assuming that the Sir2 pathways observed in other 
organisms hold true for people, caloric restriction has the 
potential to prolong human lifespan. Mammals do indeed 
possess sirtuin family genes and the specifi c ortholog to Sir2 
in humans is known as SIRT1 (1) Recent research in mice 
has revealed that SIRT1 is in fact implicated in metabolic 
processes, including CR, and that sirtuins are important 
regulators of metabolism (6). Other studies have found that 
SIRT1 controls aging through the regulation of processes 
such as insulin production, cell survival, and fat metabolism 
(7,8). This is not only promising for aging research but also for 
research concerning diseases such as diabetes. Leonard 
Guarente saw enough potential in SIRT beyond caloric 
restriction to co-found Elixir Pharmaceuticals in 1999, a 
company that now utilises sirtuin pathways to treat metabolic 
diseases. 

 
Resveratrol: A Miracle Compound?
Through multiple studies, sirtuins have emerged as powerful 
regulators of metabolic processes and, when activated 
in times of stress, are capable of slowing down the aging 
process tremendously. However, even with the knowledge 
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of the mechanism linking CR to sirtuin activity and longevity, 
it would be diffi cult to increase the lifespan of people in a 
society where large amounts of food are consumed. With 
this in mind, scientists undertook the task of looking for an 

alternative method of activating Sir2 in non-mammalian 
organisms by using a pathway that did not involve CR. In other 
words, they wanted to discover a way to trick an organism 
into behaving as though its food intake was restricted, when 
in fact its diet was normal. After extensive screening of many 
molecules, resveratrol, an antioxidant compound produced 
by plants in response to stress and found in red wine, was 
identifi ed as a promising candidate based on its interaction 
with the sirtuin family (2,7). Resveratrol was found to increase 
longevity in C. elegans, S. cerevisiae, Drosophila, and species 
of vertebrate fi sh (7). In a corresponding study, resveratrol 
was found to be potent enough to extend the lifespan of 
yeast cells by 60% (9). 

In order to extend the previous results to mammals 
an important experiment was carried out by the Sinclair 
laboratory at Harvard to test the effects of resveratrol on 
mice - an organism that comes close to modelling the effects 
of resveratrol on humans. The scientists found that due to 
a daily intake of resveratrol, the physiology of middle age 
mice on a high calorie diet began to closely resemble that 
of mice on a standard diet. Resveratrol not only increased 
the life expectancy of the high calorie mice to match 
those of the standard diet but also 
had other beneficial effects. It 
improved motor function, improved 
insulin sensitivity, and had a positive 
effect on organs such as the liver 
and heart. The liver was especially 
affected: resveratrol seemed to 
prevent the build-up of fat and 
thus the livers of overweight mice 
on resveratrol and standard calorie 
mice were similar (7). The result was 
that while the high calorie mice did 
not lose any weight, many of the 
adverse effects of obesity such as 
heart disease were greatly reduced 
by resveratrol.

Future of Resveratrol and Aging
The results from the resveratrol 
studies provide hope to scientists 
and, more generally, to a world in 
which obesity is a serious epidemic 
and people want to live longer. As 
we have been shown many times, 
obesity can drastically reduce 
a person’s lifespan due to the 
increased risks of heart disease, 
stroke, and cancers of the breast, 
kidney, colon, liver, pancreas, and 
gallbladder. In fact, obese people 

tend to have insulin resistance and consequently higher 
levels on insulin in their bloodstream, which can cause cells 
to proliferate uncontrollably, causing cancer (10). Resveratrol, 
as mentioned above, reduces insulin resistance and is also 
involved in many metabolic pathways in humans. It seems 
that it is a good candidate for dealing with – at least in part – 
the issues of obesity in humans and increasing lifespan. If the 
studies on yeast and vertebrate fi sh hold up for mammals, 
resveratrol could also prolong the lives of normal weight 
humans by mimicking caloric restriction and thus delaying 
aging mechanisms. 

However, it is important not to regard resveratrol as 
a panacea: even if resveratrol can delay aging, scientists 
still have to tackle other aging-related problems, such as 
brain degeneration. In addition, resveratrol’s effects on 
humans are still mostly undocumented, and while it does 
demonstrate promise in extending the human lifespan, it is 
possible, as with all new drugs, that it has unforeseen side 
effects. As an example it was found that lifespan actually 
decreased for yeast that were given very high doses of 
resveratrol (11). Despite potential risks, a company called Sirtris 
Pharmaceuticals hopes to harness the power of resveratrol 
and caloric restriction to reduce aging and treat metabolic 
diseases. In addition, resveratrol is already being sold as a 
nutritional supplement in the form of capsules and powders. If 
the hype of resveratrol increases further, problems could arise 
if people decide to take resveratrol without learning about 
its effects or consulting their doctors. Furthermore, nutritional 
and pharmaceutical companies are not responsible for the 
education of consumers regarding potential side-effects of 
Resveratrol. In conclusion it is advisable for governments and 
various agencies to question the safety of resveratrol and, 
when necessary, to better regulate such products. In an 
age where an elixir of youth might be just around the corner, 

scientists and policymakers must 
advance cautiously to protect the 
health of the public while learning to 
take full advantage of the powerful 
substances at their fi ngertips. 
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Global HIV Prevention Policy: Educational 
Initiatives in Progressive Prevention Modalities

Stephen Jerome Cox
n December 2006, the Joint United Nations Programme 
on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and the World Health Organization 
(WHO) published an update to their Report on the Global 

AIDS Epidemic stating that approximately 4.3 million people 
have been infected with HIV in 2006 alone. This annual 
incidence rate had increased by 400,000 since their last 
report in 2004 (1). In response to these astounding numbers, 
UNAIDS and WHO instituted global prevention policies aimed 
at decreasing the incidence of HIV infection. Traditionally 
they have focused specifi cally on patient education and 
resource accessibility. However, in March 2007, UNAIDS issued 
a technical consultation detailing the recommendations 
and implications of male circumcision (MC) as a possible 
HIV prevention modality (2). This sudden innovation in current 
prevention policy was motivated by the recent release of 
three randomised controlled trials demonstrating a minimum 
51 percent decrease of HIV infection in circumcised males 
(3). Implementing a global MC program could prevent 5.7 
million infections and 3 million deaths over the next 20 years 
(2). While these fi gures look promising, the viability of such 
a prevention program outside of a trial environment has 
been put in question, specifi cally regarding the potential 
underestimation of human behavioural factors, sociological 
norms and their net impact. Even when offered this program, 
individuals may hold prior misconceptions of MC or 
deviate from preventative behaviour practices. Participant 
compliance with current preventative methods would be 
essential to ensure the effi cacy of such a program; MC 

alone will not curb the incidence of HIV infection. Rather, a 
global MC program must be coupled with an informative 
participant education strategy. This will allow quantifi cation 
of correlations between all preventative methods, and will 
lead to the institutionalisation of global HIV/AIDS public health 
policies within the affected countries.

Extensive research surrounding HIV/AIDS has provided 
the global community with a vast array of treatment and 
prevention options. Yet, despite a growing field of fluent 
experts contributing exhaustive countermeasures, no 
actual cure or vaccination for HIV exists to date. Though 
recent advances in antiretroviral therapy have lowered 

I the mortality rate and incited a reprioritising of global 
treatment availability, from a prophylactic perspective, the 
impact of this treatment on HIV incidence lacks quantitative 
validation (3,4). Thus, HIV incidence remains unaffected 
without defi nitive prevention methods. Previous studies have 

determined immunological cells present in male foreskin to 
be targets for HIV; removal of the foreskin through MC, and 
thus of these specialised cells, diminishes the capability of 
the virus to infect (5). 

Although experts have acknowledged this biological 
explanation for decreased susceptibility to infection for many 
years, there were no studies proving a direct correlation. 
However, in 2005, the fi rst study providing tangible evidence 
of MC as an HIV prevention modality reported a 61 percent 
efficacy in preventing HIV infection (6). Two subsequent 
studies published in February 2007 confi rmed this result at 53 
percent and 51 percent effi cacies (7,8). For this reason, MC 
has emerged at the forefront of HIV prevention as a possible 
pre-emptive strategy to alter the epidemiological course of 

the virus. As new prevention 
modalities are implemented 
and HIV incidence decreases, 
global HIV prevalence might 
experience its first decline 
ever: a monumental step 
against the epidemic.

In many developing 
countries MC prevalence is 
already above 80 percent. 
This correlates to a markedly 
low HIV prevalence; 
conversely, countries with 
MC prevalence lower than 
20 percent exhibit high HIV 
prevalence (5). It is not 
uncommon to fi nd religious or 
cultural infl uences promoting 

MC practices within high MC prevalence countries. For 
example, among the 49 developing countries that exhibit 
high MC prevalence, on average nearly 70 percent of the 
population is Muslim, while only 16 percent is Christian (9). 
This separation of MC prevalence is due to differing religious 
traditions, as Muslims commonly practice circumcision. 
Similarly, a widespread shift in cultural norms can alter 
MC prevalence. For instance, Botswana has customarily 
practiced MC, but MC prevalence has dropped below 
20 percent due to Western world influence. This shift in 
MC practice has not, however, changed the overall 
acceptability: “over 80 percent of uncircumcised men 
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[in Botwana] said they would like to be circumcised if it 
were performed safely and affordably” (10,11). The high 
demand for MC observed in Botswana is consistent across 
many other countries long-affl icted by endemic HIV, and 
is further propagated by the results of the recent MC 
trials. Consequently, cultural acceptability is not a strong 
hindrance to program implementation.

Unfortunately, the supporting trials cannot analyse 
all factors associated with HIV prevention. MC program 
effectiveness can be greatly altered by misconceptions 
surrounding its supplementary status in the preventative 
treatment canon (3). This is especially evident – and 
dangerous – when these misconceptions manifest themselves 
as a social norm, instilling a false sense of protection, thereby 
negating reasons for avoiding high risk behaviour. This change 
in behaviour, based upon perception of susceptibility, is 
known as “risk compensation” 
(12). Inconsistent condom 
use, increased sexual 
partners, and other high risk 
behaviours are among the 
many issues that can occur 
due to risk compensation, 
which consequently 
reduces MC efficacy (2, 
10). Risk compensation, or 
at least the ability to detect 
it, was reduced in MC 
trials as participants were 
educated on avoiding risky 
behaviour and provided 
with free condoms (13). 
While a MC program would 
ideally be accompanied by 
comprehensive informed 
consent consultations and 
education on prevention methods, the extent to which the 
procedure prevents HIV infection can still be misinterpreted. 

Despite the problem of risk compensation, human 
behavioural factors can still be improved to effectively 
decrease infection incidence. As observed in Zambian 
youth aged 15-24, there is a direct correlation between 
higher education and decreased high risk behaviours, which 
ultimately impacts HIV prevalence (14). A similar study was 
performed in rural Uganda which tracked risk behaviour 
changes after antiretroviral treatment and subsequent 
prevention counselling. Though some of this study population 
was already infected with HIV, the outcome was the same: 
treatment, counselling, and consistent testing lowered 
the incidence of high risk behaviour (15). Conversely, lack 
of awareness, inconsistent education, or propagation of 
misleading information greatly hinders HIV prevention efforts 
(16). For example, rural areas typically exhibit higher rates of 
risk compensation compared to urban populations because 
of the decreased exposure to prevention awareness and 
inaccessibility of educational resources (14, 16). 

This problem of HIV education is not localised to 
rural areas and in fact even exists in the most developed 
countries. In Western Europe, the incidence of HIV diagnosis 
has nearly doubled in the past eight years: a statistic 
reinforced by a recent United Kingdom study demonstrating 
an increase in people unable to identify a single mode of 
HIV transmission (1). The United States ranked number eight 
in global HIV prevalence and, like Canada, hosts an HIV 

positive population where one in every four is unaware 
of their infection; in Western Europe it is one in three (1). 
This unsuspecting population leads to an exponential 
propagation of HIV transmission through alteration of risk 
compensation. It is clear that the epidemic does not adhere 
to geographical, political, or economic boundaries. 

Regardless of circumstances, this misinterpretation of 
risk is a direct result of an educational disparity apparent 
in every country, and thus impacts the global population. 
High risk behaviour stems from a lack of knowledge or 
perceived elimination of associated risks. The outcome is 
an overexposed population causing marked increases in 
the incidence and prevalence of HIV, which have been 
observed with consistency over the past 25 years of the HIV 
epidemic. In spite of the great demand for preventative 
measures, any premature deployment of a MC program will 

inevitably fail at decreasing 
HIV infection rates as 
uneducated participants 
will l ikely fall victim to risk 
compensation. While MC as 
an HIV prevention modality is 
not a defi nitive solution, it is a 
pivotal benchmark providing 
a quantitative measurement 
of progress.

When united with 
comprehensive educational 
initiatives and worldwide 
uniformity, a global MC 
program will provide a 
formidable addition to current 
prevention strategies. It is 
through the institutionalisation 
of an inclusive global HIV 
prevention policy that each 

affected country will begin to see decreases in infection and, 
as a result, contribute to a global HIV solution.
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Full-Body CT Scanning -
Prevention at What Cost?

Ian Hunter
or many cancer patients, an early diagnosis can make 
the difference between an untreatable illness and 
successful survival. Pre-symptomatic diagnosis can be 

achieved using computed tomography (CT) where x-rays 
detect differences in the density of body tissue, and hence 
identify abnormalities such as malignant tumours. The notion 
of a CT procedure that takes less than 15 minutes, providing 
either the reassurance of health or the preliminary indication 
of disease, is one that can 
hypothetically be viewed 
with optimism. The full-body 
CT scan, whose popularity has 
boomed in the past decade 
(1), enables this notion to 
approach reality. Clinics 
offering these examinations 
can be found worldwide but 
are particularly common in 
the USA. This method offers 
diagnoses of potential ly 
life-threatening diseases, 
but despite the potential 
benefits, the full-body CT 
examination has recently 
been the source of much 
scepticism and controversy, 
receiving a considerable 
amount of criticism from 
medical authorit ies. The 
debate concentrates on 
medical, legal and fi nancial 
issues but do the drawbacks 
outweigh the advantages? 
And how will continuing speculation and pessimism affect 
the development of full-body CT as a plausible screening 
procedure?

Since its advent in the 1970s (for which Hounsfi eld and 
Cormack were awarded the Nobel prize for medicine), CT 
has been widely accepted and used to perform ‘targeted’ 
examinations that confirm or reject diagnoses made for 
symptomatic patients. The major advantage of CT is that 
it is faster and less invasive than surgical methods. Also, CT 
differentiates between tissues of closer densities than the 
simpler projection x-ray technique and therefore can pick out 
less advanced abnormalities. However, the radiation dose 
provided by CT is considerably larger than that of a projection 
x-ray and is equivalent to several years of natural background 
radiation  (which includes charged solar particles and terrestrial 
radioactive isotopes such as potassium-40 and carbon-14). 
The entire global population receives an essentially constant 
dose of between 1.5 and 7.5 mSv per year from background 
radiation, while a targeted CT examination provides between 
2 and 10 mSv (unit of radiation dose equivalent), and a 
projection x-ray gives only 0.02 mSv (2). However, it is generally 
agreed that the benefi ts of a ‘targeted’ procedure, carried 
out when a positive finding is expected, outweigh the risks 
associated with the exposure to such a dose (2).

F Full-body CT examinations, on the other hand, are 
targeted at asymptomatic patients. Depending on the 
particular clinical question, images of the patient’s head, 
abdomen, thorax and pelvis are obtained and scrutinised 
for possible abnormalities. Centres offering full-body CT scans 
advertise a potentially “life-saving” service that can, “in a 
matter of minutes”, screen a patient for a large number of 
latent conditions. One centre states that its scans can detect 

both early and developed 
indications of diseases of 
the heart and lungs as well 
as “kidneys, spine, liver, 
pancreas, gall bladder, 
thoracic aorta, abdominal 
aorta, adrenal glands, lymph 
nodes, spleen, and certain 
pelvic organs”(4).  

It is widely asserted that 
the rise in untargeted full-body 
CT examinations is a result of 
a growing interest in healthy 
living that has also involved 
increased attention towards 
the physiological impact of 
certain foods and growing 
awareness of the symptoms 
of common illnesses (1). This 
increasing concern is linked 
to the emergence of the 
class commonly known as 
the “worried wealthy”, where 
people want, and are able 
to afford, a procedure that 

offers possibilities of reassurance or early diagnosis (5). 
It could be suggested that another factor in CT’s 

growing reputation is its appearance in popular culture, 
particularly on television. In 2000, full-body CT featured on 
The Oprah Winfrey Show, America’s number one talk show, 
and was portrayed in an overall positive light. Oprah Winfrey 
underwent a full CT examination, which was described as “a 
miraculous look inside the body” that allows patients to be 
“empowered” by the knowledge gained from a single study. 
It is understood that the popularity of full-body CT scans 
rose greatly following the show (6). Conversely, full-body CT 
also appears less favourably in an episode of the popular 
television series Scrubs, in which the characters discourage 
others from having a scan, criticising the method for being 
“sketchy ethically”, “invasive and often pointless” (7). It is 
difficult to ascertain to what extent these appearances 
influenced popular opinion, but it is likely that they have 
raised the profi le of CT screening and fuelled the associated 
debate.

The wide and complex debate surrounding CT screening 
is heightened because it does not meet some of the globally-
established criteria set out to ensure screening methods 
are conducted appropriately. The criteria, formed for the 
World Health Organisation in 1968 by Wilson and Jungner, 
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clearly state that any screening procedure should only be 
authorised if there is “a detectable early symptomatic stage 
of disease” and if “the disease is an important public health 
problem” (8). These criteria are unfulfilled by full-body CT 
screening, as its primary target group show no symptoms. 
Further criteria, which elaborate on those by Wilson and 
Jungner, were released in 2003 and specify that a screening 
test should be “safe and precise” and the benefi ts of the 
test “should outweigh the physical and psychological harm 
caused” (9). Whether these criteria are met by full-body 
screening is doubtful.

Nevertheless, there are certain universally agreed 
benefi ts. The procedure itself is completely unobtrusive and 

takes less than one hour to perform. The images produced 
are extremely impressive; they have a high resolution, 
typically 0.1 – 2.0mm, and can be reformatted in any 
desirable plane. As a consequence, if an accurate full-body 
scan is deemed necessary, then CT undoubtedly produces 
some of the best images for the purpose. And of course, as 
endorsements from CT screening centres state, the method 
has provided a life-saving service for some clients, whose 
scans have highlighted medical conditions that would 
otherwise have remained undiscovered (10). However, it is 
diffi cult to fi nd details of such patients in neutral studies into 
full-body CT scanning, suggesting that the relatively few 
success stories are overwhelmed by the risks that dominate 
the debate.

Arguably the largest medical risk involved with full-body, 
and indeed all CT, scanning, is exposure to a signifi cant dose 
of ionising radiation, causing great uncertainty as to whether 
the procedure fulfi ls the WHO criterion for a “safe” test. As 
mentioned above, a targeted CT examination provides a 
dose of between 2 and 10 mSv whereas it is estimated that 
a typical full-body examination gives a much higher 12 mSv. 
Authorities on the subject have compared such doses with 
those received by people only 2 km from the epicentre 
of an atomic bomb explosion. Research has shown that 
the cancer risk to atomic bomb survivors at this distance is 
approximately 0.08% above the natural risk. Therefore, it has 
often been stated that for every 1250 patients who receive 
full-body CT examinations, one will consequently develop 
cancer. Furthermore, the effect of multiple CT examinations 
is cumulative, so receiving an annual CT for thirty years gives 
a one in fifty chance of developing cancer purely as a 
result of the procedure. Understandably, medical authorities 
have been keen to encourage the “worried wealthy” not 
to undergo any CT examination without due consideration 
(11).

The reliability and precision of CT screening is also far 
from perfect.  Patients often see a full-body CT examination 
as a route to reassurance of fine health; they enter the 
clinic seeking the all clear. If they receive this, they may in 
future believe that they do not need to undergo other more 
widely recommended and well-established procedures 
that screen more specifi cally, such as mammograms and 
cervical screening. Many medical professionals believe this 
is dangerous due to the possibility of false negatives where 
preliminary abnormalities are not detected and the patient 
is left with a false sense of security. If the patient then ignores 
symptoms, believing in the all-clear, the disease may be 
allowed to develop to a less treatable stage. CT procedures 
are also unable to detect certain tumours or lining erosion 
and cannot convey how well an organ is functioning (12). Dr. 
Leonard Berlin at Rush North Shore Medical Center warns that 
false negatives results can occur because of systematic error 
and because contrast media, which produce a more clearly 
defined image and without which some tumours will not 
show up, are not routinely used in full-body screening (13). 
With such crucial omissions from the list of the technique’s 
capabilities, it seems important that patients understand 
that a full-body CT examination is not all-encompassing 
and should be supplemented by other methods even if their 
clean bill of health is confi rmed.

In addition to the high chance of false negative results, 
full-body CT screening intrinsically produces a large number of 
false positive results where abnormalities are detected which, 
on further investigation, transpire to be harmless. Examples 

CT Scanning Explained

During a CT examination the patient lies inside a ring 
around which an x-ray tube and an arc of detectors 
rotate. To produce one of the ‘slices’ required for an 

image, the rotating 
set-up completes 
a 360° revolution 
while emitting x-rays. 
Tissues of different 
d e n s i t i e s  c a u s e 
varying attenuation 
o f  t h e s e  x - r a y s 
(i.e. molecules in 
the tissue weaken 
the x - ray  beam 
by dispersing and 
a b s o r b i n g  t h e 
r a d i a t i o n ) .  T h e 
transmitted x-ray 
intensity depends 
on the degree of 

attenuation in the body and can therefore be used 
to locate tissues of different densities. A complete CT 
examination is composed of several hundred individual 
slices at different positions along the patient’s body. 
The slices are subsequently combined electronically 
to generate a 2D cross-sectional image.

Recently, CT scanning has been accelerated by the 
development of helical (or spiral) CT machines in 
which the x-ray tube and detector move continuously 
around the patient tracing out a helix. The duration 
of the procedure has been further decreased by 
combination of this with multiple row detectors, where 
several x-ray beams fan out in three rather than two 
dimensions and are received by several rows of 
x-ray detectors, enabling more than one slice to be 
scanned simultaneously. 
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of such fi ndings include benign tumours, cysts, scar tissue 
and lung nodules - a common occurrence among smokers. 
The further investigations are often expensive, subjecting 
the patient to stressful, unnecessary, invasive procedures. A 
report published in Radiology 
into the cost-effectiveness of 
full-body scanning estimates 
that a false-positive result 
occurs in approximately 91% of 
scans. This implies that for every 
ten CT examinations carried 
out, nine produce a result that 
compels the patient to undergo unnecessary further tests 
(14). This fi gure is echoed by other studies in the subject (15) 
and is a by-product of the method’s sensitivity to tissues 
of subtly dissimilar densities: any tissue appearing at all 
abnormal compared to its surroundings will yield a positive 
result (like those listed above).

Despite such a high proportion of false positive results, 
there has been little evidence of any high-profile legal 
cases involving full-body CT screening. However, in today’s 
“compensation culture” (16), if the level of inaccurate 
results remains high, it is possible that this will change and 
that patients will begin to exploit their pointless suffering 
from tests following false positives by taking legal action 
against the centre that offered and performed the study. 
Leonard Berlin has performed an extensive investigation 
into the legal ramifications of full-body CT screening and 
asserts that “patients who sustain…complications and 
injuries from medical procedures that…were performed due 
to an ‘abnormality’ seen on CT screening that later turned 

out to be insignifi cant may be apt to pursue litigation” (17). 
Litigation would also be a possibility should patients develop 
cancers following radiation exposure, though this would be 
rare given the diffi culty in proving that the CT examination 
itself caused the tumour to develop. However, if the public is 
made aware of the clear risks involved and their awareness 
is documented then such action can be minimised (18). 
Whether any lawsuits will arise is open to much discussion. 
Berlin compares full-body CT screening to Pandora’s Box, 
suggesting that the whole fi eld contains “a host of medical 
malpractice ills” that might be “unleashed into the radiology 
community” but which equally could fail to emerge (17).

Uncertainty also exists regarding the financial side 
of full-body CT screening, and, most notably, who should 
pay for subsequent investigations after a positive result. It 

is generally accepted that the patient should pay for the 
initial examination (a further drawback of CT screening as 
an individual examination costs up to $1000) but insurance, 
both public and private, currently pay for the majority of 
biopsies and investigatory surgery that can ensue. However, 
is it correct that the public should pay for procedures that 
so often prove to be pointless? Or is it fair to deprive those 
who do require immediate attention just because someone 
else’s treatment turns out to be unnecessary? 

Among medical authorities the consensus about full-

body CT screening is overwhelmingly negative, with positive 
portrayals only evident from the CT screening centres 
themselves. There are benefi ts but as discussed above they 
are greatly outweighed by the disadvantages. Investigations 

into the subject reveal that 
the radiation risk is too high 
to ignore, that the results of 
scans are too inaccurate 
to eliminate false negative 
results and, paradoxically, 
too accurate to eliminate 
false positives causing much 

stress and fi nancial strain. And perhaps the most signifi cant 
criticism is that the full-body screening process fails to 
meet at least four of the WHO criteria which ensure that 
all screening procedures are used with the safety of and 
benefi t to the patient as the main concerns. Manufacturers 
continue to develop more advanced CT machines, 
producing ever-improving images, and yet the full-body 
CT scanning process is heavily criticised, particularly with 
the concurrent development of the far safer full-body MRI 
(magnetic resonance imaging).  Full-body imaging has seen 
a rapid boom in the past decade, but one can only foresee 
a symmetrical recession.

Ian Hunter is a 2nd year at Downing College reading Physical 
Natural Sciences, specialising in Chemistry and Materials 
Science.
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What Open Innovation Means for Scientists
Adrian Slusarczyk

echnological innovation is the vehicle by which science 
has transformed the everyday lives of people in the 
modern age. From air fl ight to novel medicines, from 

cleaner energy sources to the Internet, many of the feats of 
technology surrounding us today are the result of scientifi c skill 
and insight. Yet the work of research scientists and engineers 
has such a profound practical impact only where it leads to 
the creation of useful products that make it to the market 
-- and the way by which this happens is itself in the middle 
of a rapid transformation.

The process of innovation goes beyond invention in 
that it also encompasses a viable route for the creators of a 
technology to profi t from it while providing it on large scales 
to consumers. It gives birth to new products, companies, and 
even industries. But while the accelerating pace of scientifi c 
research and the worldwide expansion of tertiary education 
present unprecedented opportunities for innovators, 
companies are fi nding their internal research less and less 
effective in creating new products, and that competitors 
that spend very little on research and development (R&D) 
often do spectacularly well in the market (1, 2). What is the 
solution to this puzzle – and why does it matter for universities 
and research scientists?

When Edison began working in his Menlo Park laboratory 
over a century ago, he became the trailblazer of an age 
of industrialized innovation. 
Over the following decades 
leading companies, such 
as BASF, General Electric 
and AT&T set up research 
laboratories for industrial 
R&D, resulting in products 
from light bulbs and engines 
to dyestuffs and painkillers. 
Universities had only just begun 
to set up experimental science 
laboratories and could neither 
rival nor aid industry. Even 
in 1930, 70 percent of R&D 
funding in the United States 
came from industry, with 
government and the military 
contributing 14 percent and a 
further 12 percent coming from 
universities (1).

During much of the 
20th century, corporate R&D 
laboratories were the prime 
drivers of innovation, and the 
ideas they produced were 
protected by secrecy and 
patents. This allowed the high 
R&D cost to be recouped 
before competitors could 
catch up. Henry Chesbrough, of 
Harvard Business School, used 
the term “closed innovation” 
for this approach, because 
all relevant R&D activity takes 
place within the walls of the 

T company surrounded by what he calls an otherwise “barren 
knowledge landscape”. The achievements of this paradigm 
remain impressive: in addition to inventing revolutionary 
technologies, industrial researchers won several Nobel Prizes, 
for example for the discovery of ceramic superconductors 
at IBM (3) and of cosmic background radiation at AT&T’s Bell 
Laboratories (4).

Since the 1980s, however, the logic behind closed 
innovation has been eroded. The computer industry was 
among the fi rst to feel the effects. Companies maintaining 
large R&D facilities have found it increasingly diffi cult to justify 
such investment. Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) 

in the 1980s is a case in point: While Xerox’s competitive 
position became increasingly precarious, PARC continued to 
produce brilliant ideas, such as the Ethernet technology, or 
the graphical user interface. However, it was spin-offs such as 
Adobe and 3com, or competitors like Apple – and not Xerox 

– who reaped the benefits. 
While a number of internal 
factors have been implicated 
in Xerox’s failure to profit 
from PARC, including a lack 
of communication between 
scientists, product engineers 
and marketers, Chesbrough 
argues that one must look 
at the changes in the R&D 
environment that had taken 
place by then to understand 
why the company’s approach 
did not work out as planned 
(1).

The post-war era in the 
USA saw an expansion in 
government and university 
contributions to R&D funding 
from 27 to 66 percent of total 
R&D spending between 1930 
and 1970 (1). This was matched 
by an expansion in tertiary 
education, training large 
numbers of scientists to join 
the workforce and dispersing 
expertise. This, together with 
higher job mobility and new 
forms of funding such as 
venture capital (VC), enabled 
smaller competitors to innovate 
just as vigorously as the de 
facto monopolists of old, and 
often faster. Between 1981 
and 1999, the contribution of 

Companies are fi nding their internal 
research less and less effective in 

creating new products
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companies with over 25,000 employees to total industrial 
R&D spending in America fell from 71 to 41 percent (1), 
invalidating the alleged economies of scale of the large 
closed R&D labs and forcing companies to rethink the way 
they innovate.

Chesbrough coins the term “open innovation” for 
a paradigm which recognizes “that valuable ideas can 
come from inside or outside the company and can go to 
market from inside or outside the company as well” (1). This 
means that companies actively look for, and incorporate, 
technologies from outside as well as inside their own four 
walls. Conversely, an internal idea which has promise but 
doesn’t fit the company’s own business model may be 
commercialised by a different route. Strategies to gain 
access to the now-abundant outside ideas include licensing 
in technologies and buying relevant intellectual property 
(IP) from competitors or from universities, buying promising 
startups with a product that has already found its first 
customers, investing through corporate VC programmes, and 
cooperating with universities to keep an eye on cutting-edge 
research, e.g. by sponsoring graduate students or entire 
departments. To create value from ideas and inventions 
that don’t fit into the existing business model, companies 
practising open innovation will try to commercialise them 
through a new product line, or spin it out as a venture of 
its own. Should these options not be viable, they can still 
receive greater returns from selling or licensing the IP to 
other companies with a better-fi tting business model than 
by shelving the idea.

The transformation of the computer industry illustrates 
what specific measures companies can take when their 
sector shifts toward open innovation. This industry had been 
established by corporations following the closed innovation 
paradigm such as Xerox, AT&T and IBM. But the diminishing 
returns on their R&D spending, the success of open innovators 
such as Intel and the vibrantly innovative start-up scene in 
Silicon Valley fuelled by VC since the 1980s forced the 
industry to change gears. Lucent Technologies, emerging 

from the break-up of AT&T, created a New Ventures Group 
to develop, spin-out or sell IP coming out of Bell Labs that 
none of the existing business units could use in its product line 
(1). Intel built R&D sites in the vicinity of major US university 
campuses and invests in over 1,000 start-up companies 
through Intel Capital (5). IBM is now an active trader of IP, 
receiving billions of dollars in royalties every year from other 
companies (1).

While closed innovation still prevails in many sectors, 
with military equipment as a classic example of an 
industry whose business model favours this paradigm, a 
more open approach is becoming a fact of life in many 
innovation-driven industries from consumer electronics to 
pharmaceuticals. In Europe, Philips is using its High Tech 
Campus in Eindhoven to collaborate with the nearby 
universities (6). The pharmaceutical industry benefi ts from 
a global expansion of public life science research and the 
proliferation of biotech startups. In 1998, Bayer and Millenium 
Pharmaceuticals agreed that Millenium would supply Bayer 
with hundreds of target molecules and receive in exchange 
all resulting IP for which Bayer has no use, in addition to 
remuneration (1, 7, 8). After Torcetrabip’s failure in clinical 
trials (5), Pfi zer is widely expected to radically restructure its 
research.  Speculation abounds about funding cuts and lay-
offs in R&D at Pfi zer accompanied by acquisitions of biotech 
companies (9) – perhaps a blessing in disguise for a company 
that currently spends more on R&D than any other.

Universities will need to defi ne what they see as their 
role in this new knowledge landscape.  Philips’ Eindhoven 
campus is a good example of the inherent opportunities 
(6). The cooperation with local universities includes the 
exchange of people and commissioning of R&D projects 
to university departments. Students can complete course 
projects with Philips and scientists can join the company for 
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a longer leave and then return to academia. Philips also 
keeps an eye on promising start-ups coming out of these 
universities in the science park on campus, and allows its own 
scientists to start companies based on inventions for which 
Philips has no current use. Notably, the company contributes 
to the funding of state-of-the art labs and other academic 
facilities.  Philips runs similar smaller-scale facilities in several 
locations in Europe, America and Asia. “[N]ow, more than 
ever, science can best be defi ned as a vast global network”, 
says Philips’ Barbara Kux (6).

Other ways for universities to integrate into this network 
include allowing their academics and students to start 
spin-out companies based on their work, and to license 
out or sell IP. The challenges here go far beyond the setup 
of a technology transfer office. Any decision on IP – in 
effect, who owns discoveries made in the university – will 
have ramifi cations in terms of incentives as well as fairness, 
practicality and political implications. Education about the 
commercial context of science and the encouragement 
of entrepreneurship will be needed for scientists to take 
a proactive role. And while the potential revenue from 
royalties, equity and sponsorship is likely to be appreciated 
in academia, it raises fears about the future funding 
of fundamental research without immediately obvious 
commercial utility. Moreover, the difference of cultures 
between the publication-driven world of academia and 
the protection of ideas in industry by secrecy and patents 
will require iteration and compromise to reconcile the 
practicalities of moneymaking with the ideal of free and 
open dissemination of knowledge. It is in the context of open 
innovation that universities and governments must recognise 
and address these issues. 

Looking across the Atlantic promises to be valuable to 
British institutions in this respect, since American universities 
like Stanford and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
have an impressive track record of fostering, and benefi ting 
from, the entrepreneurial prowess of their graduates. Over 
4,000 companies were founded by MIT students, staff 
and graduates or spun off one of its laboratories since its 
foundation, with combined revenues of over 200 billion 
dollars and 1.1 million employees (10). Over half of these 
companies were founded within 15 years of graduation, 
and just under half of them report regular contact with MIT 
for consulting with faculty, recruitment and other purposes. 
Founders who have graduated from MIT name the hands-on 
educational philosophy and inspiration by lecturers who are 
themselves CEOs of companies as among the chief factors 
crucial for their own decision to take the plunge. And ahead 
of favourable taxation and regulation, access to leading 

universities and to skilled labour are named by the founders 
as decisive factors in choosing a location for their venture 
(10).  While it need not be possible, or desirable, to emulate 
all facets of the different institutional culture at the leading 
American technological universities, their experience should 
be scrutinised and critically evaluated by legislators and 
universities here if the UK economy is to remain competitive 

in the increasingly global markets for ideas, labour and 
investment.

For the individual scientist, an open innovation 
framework allows greater fl exibility to move back and forth 
between academia and industry and experience the best 
of both worlds in terms of relevance, utility and financial 
returns as well as intellectual freedom. But the traditional 
role of industrial R&D is changing, with much more emphasis 
on a commercial mindset and product development rather 
than fundamental research. While overall R&D spending 
is increasing, large companies have been cutting jobs in 
basic science and given R&D managers the additional role 
of knowledge brokers as well as generators. It remains to 
be seen whether the public sector can compensate for the 
opening gap in fundamental research. 

The disruptive nature of the transition toward a more 
open innovation landscape forces companies to adapt 
their R&D efforts if they want to remain competitive and 
requires changes in the mindset within academia. But with 
an understanding of the nature of this transition, open 
innovation enables scientists better than ever before to 
fully exploit the potential of their discoveries to create 
technologies that improve our lives.

Adrian Slusarczyk is a 3rd year Natural Scientist at Clare, 
though he is currently on a year abroad at MIT where he is 
specialising in biological sciences and management.
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The CSI Effect:
TV’s Impact on the Future of Forensic Science

Audry Lee
SI: Crime Scene Investigation has rewritten the rules 
of prime-time television. The forensic science drama 
enjoys such immense popularity as to draw 20.4 million 

viewers weekly in the US alone (1); on one Thursday of 
October 2005, an estimated 27% of the American televisions 
that were switched on were tuned to CSI (2). The sheer 
numbers involved are almost mind-blowing – where does its 
appeal lie and what have its effects been on the way forensic 
science is perceived?

For those uninitiated into the world of prime-time 
science dramas, CSI revolves around the Las Vegas Police 
Department’s Crime Scene Investigation team, who 
use forensic techniques to mete out justice on criminals. 
Surprisingly, this very relocation of the forensic science to 
the spotlight was what transformed CSI into a prime-time 
hit; for some reason, the logical use of technology to deliver 
justice appealed greatly to all viewers, regardless of their 
background in science. 

Peter Ocko, the creator of a similar scientifically-
oriented show 3lbs, suggested that the appeal arose from 
“…turmoil in the world, unease about terrorism, economics, 

C politics. Science proposes a way out. It’s a comfort…” (1). 
He might be right – post 9/11, there is a growing fear that 
we are fi ghting an impossible battle against a multitude of 
terrorist atrocities. Yet in the shows, viewers are treated to the 
conclusive victory of science over evil: a crowd favourite - 
the laws of physics as applied to blood spatter in identifying 
the villain who dealt the fatal blow.

It is comforting to be lulled into a false sense of security 
about the infallibility of science, but does this have any 
negative consequences? 

The “CSI effect” is a term that has been coined to refer 
to the surprisingly signifi cant impacts of the series on society; 
for one, forensic sciences have never before experienced 
such widespread and intense popularity. This is refl ected in 
the sudden rise of applications to university forensic science 
courses – the National Geographic estimates at least 90 
forensic science programs existed across universities in the 
United States as of 2004. In 2003, 180 people applied for 
just 20 spots at the forensic science master’s program at 
Michigan State University (MSU) (3). 

However, a significant number of these enthusiastic 
applicants might be grossly misled by what they see on 
television: in an e-mail interview with The Triple Helix, Dr David 
Foran, Director of the MSU Forensic Science Program, points 
out that one of the major problems with CSI is how the leads 
play multiple roles – in reality, the CSI officer never does 
forensic processing, nor is the forensic scientist involved in 
suspect interrogation or running into crime scenes with guns 
drawn, which is really the domain of the police detective. Dr 
Foran also emphasizes that MSU’s graduate program in fact 
mostly takes in students with undergraduate backgrounds in 
molecular biology, chemistry or physical anthropology, and 
that contrary to popular belief, “students with undergraduate 
forensic science degrees have a diffi cult time getting into 
top graduate programs, because they really don’t have the 
hard-science background we are looking for” (4).

In fact, this mismatch between reality and fantasy has 
been so significant that it has made its way into debates 
at the House of Commons. In the Science and Technology 
Committee’s report “Forensic Science on Trial”, Professor 
Evelyn Ebsworth, Chairman of the Council for the Registration 
of Forensic Practitioners, is recorded as saying, “I think 
CSI probably has an even bigger impact… it makes it all 
romantic and then people without enormous qualifi cations 
go off to university and say, ‘I want to do this’, so the forensic 
courses… have a label that makes them seem… always 
caught with a bright fl y. People will gobble it up” (5).

The “CSI effect” has a more disturbing aspect in terms 
of the expectations raised amongst juries who have been 
exposed to CSI. Apparently they tend to demand that 
prosecutors present sophisticated ‘TV-like’ science-based 
evidence. In 2005, CBS News reported Oregon district 
attorney Josh Marquis, vice president of the National District 
Attorneys Association, as saying, “Jurors now expect us to 
have a DNA test for just about every case. They expect 
us to have the most advanced technology possible, and 
they expect it to look like it does on television” (2). While 
this is diffi cult to prove quantitatively, as is seen in a study 
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done by Podlas (6), it does seem entirely plausible. In order 
to deal with higher expectations, CSI offi cers now tend to 
submit every possible piece of evidence that might contain 
the slightest shred of forensic proof, leading to an endless 
backlog of cases at the labs – 18, 438 cases were left 
pending at the Florida Department of Law Enforcement’s 
crime lab as of Sept 2006 (7). 

Despite the show’s website displaying a ‘handbook’ 
explaining the forensic techniques and apparatus used on 
CSI (8), it still does sometimes sacrifi ce accuracy for dramatic 
effect – for example, when referring to instantaneous 

fingerprint identification via a database called AFIS 
(Automated Fingerprint Identifi cation System – maintained 
by the FBI). AFIS does not automatically match prints to 
an identity. Instead, a list of matches and the percentage 
similarities are given, and a fi ngerprint expert has to manually 
determine which fi ts. A similar example is the submission of 
DNA information to CODIS (Combined DNA Index System), 
which enables comparison of DNA profiles of convicted 
offenders electronically (9). On the show, instantaneous 
results are received – but in reality the backlog of cases 
might delay receipt of results for up to months (10).  More 
fantastically, we are often shown impossibly clear digital 
enhancements of hopelessly blurred photos or videos, 
allowing recognition of license plate numbers or faces of 
culprits, when in truth current enhancement techniques 
cannot work well on anything other than a slightly blurred 
original feed or print.

Whilst some forensic techniques do exist which live up 
to, and perhaps even supersede, their dramatic counterparts 
on CSI, they still must cross the legal barrier. Virtopsy, or Virtual 
Autopsy, for example uses CT and MRI, to scan the body and 
create high-resolution 3D images of the state of its internal 
organs. These are used to produce a virtual replica of the 
body, allowing the forensic pathologist to view it and any 
wounds or abnormalities at any angle, and without the 
blood, guts and gore (11, 12). This method is particularly 
good for detecting internal bleeding, bullet paths and 
hidden fractures which a coroner might otherwise miss. The 
scans also highlight emboli which might have entered the 
body via an open wound. This effervescent evidence could 
disappear should the pathologist cut open the vein or organ 
in which it was located.  However, before it can make its 
debut in courts, Virtopsy must still be conclusively shown to 
be at least as, or preferably more effective than traditional 
manual autopsies, meaning possibly another few hundred 
cases or so would have to be performed and painstakingly 
corroborated with fi ndings from a traditional autopsy. 

In fact, there is vast debate about the reliability of 
‘expert evidence’ in criminal trials. There are many court 
incidences where prosecution and defence have presented 
their own ‘expert forensic scientists’, each bringing confl icting 
conclusions based on the same scientific evidence and 
techniques. In such cases, juries are often subjected to a 
tough choice, and part of the solution has been to develop 
systems of accreditation. In the UK, the Council for the 

Registration of Forensic Practitioners (CRFP) was set up in 
1999, publishing a register of currently competent forensic 
practitioners, and periodically re-evaluating each (after 
4 years) (13). However, this remains quite a new initiative, 
and it is clear that it faces major challenges in continually 
updating itself with regards to the rapid developments of the 
technology used in the fi eld (14). 

Accreditation remains a major problem, as is under-
funding of forensics labs – the Scientifi c American estimates 
that only half of smaller forensics laboratories in the USA 
are properly accredited, with typically less than 1% of the 
laboratory budgets being used for quality assurance and 
training. Also, less than 12% of forensic facilities in the US 
have any sort of funding for R&D (15). Similarly, the House 
of Commons report cited earlier mentions inadequacies 
of budget for research (16), and accreditation of forensic 
experts and laboratories remains strictly voluntary. 

Clearly, CSI barely begins to scrape the barrel of 
scientifi c information, technological advances, and even 
political, social and moral debates that lie underneath 
the banner of forensic science. As legal systems and 
governments begin to adapt themselves to the widespread 
popularity of the science, we begin to appreciate the 
simplicity with which the drama approaches it. Perhaps this, 
more than anything else, might be precisely what makes CSI 
such compelling prime-time entertainment. 

Audry Lee is a 3rd year at Queens’ reading Medicine, 
specialising in Part II Neuroscience. 
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Actions
create -> edit
delete
edit
index -> list
list
save -> edit

Methods
public handleErrorEdit()
protected save<OBJECT>()
protected delete<OBJECT>()
protected update<OBJECT>FromRequest()
protected get<OBJECT>OrCreate()
protected processFilters()
protected processSort()
protected addFiltersCriteria()
protected addSortCriteria()

Templates
_edit_actions.php 
_edit_footer.php 
_edit_header.php 
_filters.php 
_list_actions.php 
_list_footer.php 
_list_header.php 
_list_td_actions.php
_list_td_stacked.php
_list_td_tabular.php
_list_th_tabular.php
_list_th_stacked.php
editSuccess.php 
listSuccess.php 

apps/backend/modules/post/validate/edit.yml

Command Line

Options in this order: <APP> <MODULE> <OBJECT>
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend post Post
$ symfony propel-init-admin backend comment Comment

Generated code (can be overridden per module)

accessible in cache/backend/<ENV>/modules/<MODULE> 

generator.yml

generator:

  class:              sfPropelAdminGenerator

  param:

    model_class:      Post

    theme:            default

    fields:

      author_id:      { name: Post author }

    

    list:

      title:          symfony blog posts

      display:        [title, author_id, category_id]

      fields:

        published_on: { params: date_format='dd/MM/yy' }

      layout:         stacked

      params: |

        %%is_published%%<strong>%%=title%%</strong><br />

        <em>by %%author%% in %%category%% 

        (%%published_on%%)</em><p>%%content_summary%%</p>

      filters:        [title, category_id, is_published]

      max_per_page:   2

      

    edit:

      title:          Editing post "%%title%%"

      display:

        "Post":       [title, category_id, content]

        "Workflow":   [author_id, is_published, created_on]

      fields:

        category_id:  { params: disabled=true }

        content:

          params:     rich=true tinymce_options=height:150

        author_id:

          params:     size=5 include_custom=Choose an author

        is_published: { credentials: [[admin, superdamin]] }

        created_on:   { type: plain, params: date_format='dd/MM' }

Validation & Repopulation

methods:

    post:

      - "post{title}"

      - "post{body}"

names:

  post{title}:

    required:     Yes

    required_msg: You must provide a title

  post{body}:

    required:     No

    validators:   [antiSpamValidator, MyStringValidator]

fillin:

  activate:       on

Presentation

generator:

  class:          sfPropelAdminGenerator

  param:

    model_class:  Post

    theme:        mytheme              ## custom theme      

    css:          admin/mystylesheet   ## custom css

Display (ordering and grouping)

list view
The equal sign (=) selects the field holding the hyperlink to the edit view
    list:

      ## tabular layout

      display: [=title, author_id, created_at]

      

      ## stacked layout

      layout:  stacked

      display: [title, author_id, created_at] 

      params: |

        <strong>%%=title%%</strong>

        by %%author%% (issued on %%created_at%%)

Stacked layout uses display setting for the column headers (and sorting)

edit view
    edit:

      ## ungrouped 

      display:    [title, author_id, created_at]

      

      ## grouped

      display:

        "NONE":   [id]

        "Group1": [title, body]

        "Group2": [created_at]

Groups with label "NONE" have no label

Additional list settings

Filters
  filters:

    - title         ## text filter, accepts * as wildcard

    - author        ## foreign_key filter, displays select

    - created_at    ## date filter from... to...

    - is_admin      ## boolean filter, yes/no/yes or no

Pagination
  max_per_page: 10  ## maximum number of records per page

Sorting
  sort: created_at  ## sort column (ascending order by default)

  sort: [created_at, desc]  ## desc sort order

Interactions

Default actions
list:

  object_actions:

    _edit:    -

    _delete:  -          

  actions:

    _create:  -

edit:

  actions:        

    _list:         -

    _save:         -

    _save_and_add: -

    _delete:       -

Parameters
  actions:

    my_action:

      name:        Add a comment

      action:      addComment

      icon:        backend/addcomment.png

      only_for:    edit        ## Restrict to edit or create

      params:      class=foobar confirm=Are you sure?

      credentials: [[admin, superuser], owner]

modules/post/config/generator.yml

apps/lib/model/Post.php

modules/comment/config/generator.yml

modules/comment/templates/_post_link.php

Fields

Parameters
fields:

  my_field:

    name:        ## Field label/header

    help:        ## Tooltip, displays when requested

    type:        ## for edit view only, see below

    credentials: ## Classic AND/OR credentials array

    params:      ## html options, depending on the tag

Cascade
First declaration covers the whole module
can be specialized for each view
fields:

  author:   { name: Author }

list:

  fields:

    author: { help: This is the author of the comment } 

edit:

  fields:

    author: { name: Author of the comment }

Input types
fields:

  my_field:

    type:

      plain          ## No input

      input_tag      ## Default for text, numeric

      textarea_tag   ## Default for longvarchar

      input_date_tag ## Default for date and timestamp

      select_tag     ## Default for foreign keys

                     ## And for booleans

      checkbox_tag

      radiobutton_tag

      admin_input_upload_tag

Usual params
fields:

  my_field:

    params:

      disabled=true             

      date_format='MM/dd/yy' ## For dates

      include_blank=true     ## For select tags

      include_custom=Choose from the list

      size=45x5              ## For textareas

      rich=true

      tinymce_options=height:150

Special fields

Custom fields
Fields not defined in the schema.xml but for which a custom getter and/or setter were defined in the 
model.
list:

  display:        [nb_comments]

  fields:

    nb_comments:  { name: Number of comments }

public function getNbComments()

{

  return count($this->getComments());

}

Partial fields
Fields declared with a _ prefix in the display: key refer to a partial in the module's template/ dir.
Use the name without prefix under the fields: key.
list:

  display:        [_post_link]

  fields:

    post_link:    { name: Related Post }

<php echo link_to(

  $comment->getPost()->getTitle(),

  'post/edit?id='.$comment->getPostId()

) ?>

Partials gain automatic access to the current object $<object>.

» symfony admin generator reference card 1.0 «
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The Golem in the Room:
Technology and its Central Role Within Society

David Brown
rom the fi rst fl ints hacked into rudimentary blades to 
the latest satellites, attack helicopters and wiki-sites, 
technology changes society. But is technology itself 

an agent of change? Personifying technology gives the 
impression of a Faustian pact, of technology having a mind of 
its own. Some readers may recall a TV series in 2004 featuring 
Jeremy Clarkson, “Inventions That Changed the World”, that 
gave a history of the gun, computer, jet engine, telephone 
and television and described how these technologies moved 
unstoppably around the globe as if possessing a will to grow 
and conquer (1). This is just one of many examples of the 
media portraying technology as an entity that acts 
under its own internal logic. But our inventions do not 
operate of their own volition: they are chosen and 
used by human beings and thus subject to human 
will. It could also be argued that as a product of 
society, any changes brought about by technology 
are brought about (albeit indirectly) by society itself 
(1). Market forces and many other social factors 
may influence technological development and 
the chances of a technology becoming signifi cant 
through use, but technology is an interaction 
between social and physical realities, and can 
conjure up some unexpected surprises. It has been 
likened to a “clumsy golem,” (2) in that it lacks free 
will but remains capable of surprising, and sometimes 
maiming, its creators and users.

The balancing of competition and co-operation 
(in both military and monetary worlds) inherent to the 
use of technology as an extension of human will is 
often ignored by those involved in the technological 
determinism debate, and this muddies the already 
confusing question of how much we, too, are slaves 
to technology. Technology acts as a vector through 
which the desire of the individual, the corporation 
and the nation-state are expressed. Being the only 
frequent manifestation of many major corporations 
and authorities (such as Microsoft, Sony, Samsung, or 
the university computing service) it is easy to act as if 
the will being imposed on us is that of the machine, 
and not the people who created it.

In competitive situations, technology gives us an 
edge. In the introduction to “Guns, Germs and Steel,” Jared 
Diamond attributes much of Europe’s success in invading 
and colonising other continents to “cargo,” or technology 

that allowed them to gain the upper hand. Guns and steel 
were militarily superior to Aztec obsidian clubs and feather 
padding, and the “germs” that wiped out nearly 90% of the 
indigenous population of the Americas were the product of 
urban living and cohabitation with domesticated animals, 

F allowed by various agricultural revolutions and innovations. 
Whilst Diamond places emphasis on the environment in 
which a culture develops, he portrays the proximate factors 
bringing forth European domination as predominantly 
technology-based (3).

War remains a significant aspect of human society, 
and technology a significant aspect of war. Increasing 
military sophistication drives further innovations in weapon 
technology and has the ability to alter the course of 
history, the arms race during the Cold War being the prime 
example. However, confl ict may be brought about by the 

mere perception of technology. The Second Gulf War was 
instigated without UN approval on the basis of claims that Iraq 
possessed ‘weapons of mass destruction’ (WMD). The lack 
of concrete evidence of the existence of WMD subsequent 
to the war in Iraq highlights that it was not technology that 
created the confl ict, but the perception that the technology 
required to create WMD was present in Iraq. Evidence 
of nuclear weapons testing by the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea has once again increased international 
tensions in the past year.

However, the inter-dependence of modern western 
militaries brought about by high technology has become 
paradoxically a disincentive to full-scale conflict and a 
means of preserving peace. Many of the world’s major 
military powers are dependent on missiles developed, 
produced, and maintained by France (4), for example. 
With the purchase of American microchips for weapons 

Confl ict may be brought 
about by the mere perception 

of technology
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technology by Russia, the USA is the only militarily signifi cant 
country that is now not heavily technologically dependent 
on any others - and thus relatively more dependent on 
favourable international opinion.

This interconnectedness – the “rise of the network 
society” – is made possible by ever-improving communication 
and transportation technologies, and is moulding interactions 
between individuals, companies and countries, making the 
world much more complex (4). However, this is not driven by 
the spontaneous birth of technology, but by research and 
development, funded by the market and responding to its 
demands. Technology, and its ability to extend the will of 
the producer and consumer, is a limiting factor rather than 
the driving force of this revolution. The drive for growth, and 
the desire for wealth that is a hallmark of capitalism, is the 
source of this change (1).

So how great a hand will technology play in our future? 
It hardly needs to be argued that as innovation builds on 
previous inventions technology will become more signifi cant 
than ever, but it is likely to be the “ingenuity gap” (5), the 
absence of technology where it is sorely needed, that will 
have the greatest effect on society. The predicted energy 
crisis and climate change pressure us as a society to conceive 
of alternative sources of energy, which may not necessarily 
be forthcoming. Whilst nuclear fusion is seen by many as 
the best source of energy in a world free of fossil fuels, it 

remains elusive. The US Offi ce of Technology Assessment in 
1987 concluded that some $40 billion investment and twenty 
years more research would be required to reach a stage 
where fusion’s “economic feasibility” could be evaluated. In 
1998 most experts believed that commercial reactors would 
not be available before 2050. Money and investment alone 
cannot overcome certain holes in basic science needed for 
technology- evident when we consider that as long ago as 
1971 President Nixon called for a crusade against cancer. 
Although research has received $30 billion of investment 
since then, “progress has been excruciatingly slow.” Some 
boundaries of science are simply harder to advance than 
others (5).

Competition is another often ignored aspect of 
the debate on how technology affects our lives. It is not 
only science, but also the market and politics that affect 
the development of technology. The exhaustion of oil 
supplies and global warming may ultimately be problems 
addressed by the consumer - it is likely that oil will become 
uneconomical before it is exhausted. Biofuels and the 
technology necessary to make the transition to them already 
exist, but they remain uncompetitive in an economy heavily 
geared towards the use of fossil-fuels (6).

How should we look at technology and its effects on our 
lives without exaggerating its Faustian attributes? Technology 
is not necessarily predictable, and what form it will take 
in the future is unknown. Technology forces us to make 
compromises in order to use it to get what we want (from 
the world and from other people), because it is an interface 
between our desires, those of others, and material reality. 
Whilst the media and many technocentrists may accord far 
too much importance to applied science and forget about 
political economy, as a society we cannot afford to ignore 
the golem in the room.

David Brown is a 3rd year reading Geography at Robinson 
College.
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But it is likely to be the absence 
of technology where it is 

sorely needed that will have the 
greatest effect on society

War remains a signifi cant aspect of 
human society, and technology a 

signifi cant aspect of war


